
GODFREAD LAW FIRM, ac.
100 South Fifth Street, Suite 1900. Minneapolis. MN 5S402

November 2, 2012

Via email and first class mail
BitLove, Inc.
137-4438 West 10th Street
Vancouver, BC V6R 4R8
Canada
<report@ fetlife.com>

Re: Improper use of DMCA takedown requests

Dear Sir or Madam,

This firm represents Meitar Moscovitz who blogs and tweets under the username "maymay."
It has come to our attention that your company has repeatedly used take down requests to remove
content authored by my client that is critical of FetLife. Unfortunately, this is not a permissible use
of the DMCA under 17 U.s.c. § 512. In order to submit a valid takedown request, you must be the
copyright owner or a representative of the copyright owner. The content that has been removed
was authored by my client and any copyright that exists would be his. I fail to see any reason that
would lead you to believe FetLife was the copyright owner of the content in question.

Additionally, the DMCA provides for penalties for improper takedown requests. In
particular, 17 US.c. § 512(f) authorizes courts to award damages, attorneys fees, and costs to parties
who have had content improperly removed by sending takedown requ ests in bad faith. Because
FetLife has falsely asserted copyright ownership of the content created by my client, bad faith
appears to be present here.

Even if the content contained portions of copyrighted works owned by FetLife, you would
still have a duty to determine if such use was fair use und er 17 U.s.c. § 107. Courts have held
takedown notices may still be made in bad faith where fair use is not first considered. See e.g. Le1lZ v.
Universal M1IsicCorp., 572 F. Supp. 2d 1150 (N.D. Cal. 2008). Because the purpose of the postings
was to criticize FetLife, fair use must be considered.

We are asking that you cease and desist from sending any further DMCA takedown requ ests
relating to my client's content. We reserve the right to pursue an action under 17 US.c. § 512(f), but
would prefer not to if we can have assurances that FetLife will not continue to abuse the D MCA
proces s in an apparent attempt to silence critics.
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